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PARKER LANDS
MAJOR REDEVELOPMENT SITE

1.0

Stakeholders Meetings & Public Engagement Process

The stakeholders meetings and public engagement process for the Parker Lands Major
Redevelopment Site represents a collaborative and consultative planning process from a
collective group of professionals, stakeholders, owner’s representatives, City Administration,
elected officials, and community members who took part in various meetings, public open
houses, design charrettes and interviews throughout the planning process.
Additionally, the information found in this report as well as in the Secondary Plan has been
prepared in consultation with various City of Winnipeg departments, the General Council of
Winnipeg Community Centres, Manitoba Hydro, CN Rail, the Division Scolaire FrancoManitobaine, Winnipeg School Division along with other special interest groups.
Work began on the development of the Secondary Plan in early 2014 and a series of drafts
were prepared by GEM Equities on behalf of 6165347 Manitoba Inc. The drafts were developed
with input from a number of meetings with the City of Winnipeg’s Planning department, Parks
department, Public Works as well as the local area Councillor.
Informal input was also received from representatives of the Winnipeg Humane Society, the
Brenda Leipsic Off-Leash Dog Park users, and people from the surrounding neighbourhood.
GEM Equities and their engineering consultants, InfraCor and Morrison Hershfield, contributed
ongoing schematic urban design, underground services and traffic impact analysis reports.
Development of the draft Secondary Plan continued through into 2017.
The following is a representation of the engagement process led by 6165347 Manitoba Inc. as
part of the developer-led Secondary Plan.
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2.0

Public Engagement Process

The public consultation for the engagement process consisted of a series of open houses as
well as the launch of a project website to introduce ideas and gain valuable insight, feedback and
input from the community.
As of early September 2017, all information has been posted on the website www.fultongrove.ca to
share research, reports and the latest schematics for the ongoing design process.

2.1

Public Open House #1

A Public Open House was held on February 10, 2016 at the Holiday Inn South to present the
initial design concepts and principles of the future Parker redeveloped site to the Beaumont
neighbourhood and to get feedback from the local area residents. It was hosted by GEM
Equities Inc. on behalf of 6165347 Manitoba Inc., the principal landowner of the private
developable land.
Invitations were dropped off to every single resident in the Beaumont community
(1277 home addresses) and advertisements were placed in both of the city’s major
newspapers.
A questionnaire was distributed to all who attended to give them an opportunity to express
opinions and offer feedback of how a development of this type could most benefit the
community (see Appendix A.1 for a sample of the questionnaire as well as the summary of
recorded responses).
Throughout the evening, the owner’s representatives and consultants were engaged by a wide
variety of people from surrounding neighbourhoods who expressed their opinions, comments
and concerns and asked questions. Presentation boards (as found in Appendix A.2) were
used to illustrate, explain and elaborate on the initial principles and concepts that would help to
guide future development.

Figure 1: Public discussion with developer’s representatives.

Figure 2: Public viewing of presentation boards
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Summary
During the evening most people from the Beaumont area and the surrounding community
expressed concerns with the current shortcutting traffic through the neighbourhood and whether
there was anything that could be done about it. There was some opposition concerning the dog
park, wetlands and existing forest by a special interest group (approximately 15 people). In
addition, many people expressed their frustration for the lack of information on future city
infrastructure projects to occur in the Parker Lands region and how these projects would affect the
neighbourhood (like the final choice of 2nd leg of Southwest Rapid Transit Corridor, for
instance). It should be noted that no city representatives were present at this event to answer
some of these specific concerns. People were also asking about what was the City’s
involvement going forward?
The representatives of the developer answered general questions about the future city
infrastructure projects (though the open house was meant to be specifically about the
future residential development) to dispel some of the misconceptions about the various
projects in the area, offered concepts and principles about the proposed development and
provided a platform to keep people informed as the project would continue to evolve and
unfold.
Approximately 80 to 100 people were in attendance throughout the evening with another 10 to
15 present from various media outlets.
A total of 69 people filled in questionnaires to voice their opinions.

Figure 3: Unveiling of initial concepts for a new Transit Oriented Development at the Parker Lands
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2.2

Public Open House #2

A second Open House was hosted on Monday, August 22, 2016 between 6pm and 8pm by
GEM Equities Inc. on behalf of 6165347 Manitoba Inc. along with representatives of the City’s
Planning, Property and Development Department. The purpose of the second Open House
was to get feedback on the current state of the draft Secondary Plan (a planning document to
guide future development within the Parker Lands neighbourhood) along with the proposed
plans for the future residential development.
Also present to answer questions about the proposed project were a traffic consultant from
Morrison Hershfield and two environmental scientists/biologists from EcoLogic who were there
specifically to provide information to those concerned about the wetlands and aspen forest.
Invitations were again dropped off to every single resident in the Beaumont community and
advertisements were placed in both of the city’s major newspapers.
Overall the open house was well attended and people expressed their appreciation for the
opportunity to ask questions of the various representatives and consultants in the room. A total
of 53 people recorded their names on the sign-in sheet with about 15 to 20 others who did not
register their names for a total attendance of around 70+ people through the evening.
(As an observation after the event, it was noted that of the 53 people who signed the
attendance sheet, only 1 person was in common with those who attended at the first open
house from February 10, 2016 so it seemed there was almost an entirely new group of
residents who showed up to this engagement).
A series of 19 information boards were set up around the perimeter of the room and various
consultants/representatives were present nearby to provide feedback and answer questions
and concerns of the public.
In addition, a new questionnaire was distributed with open ended questions to encourage
feedback, comments, interactions and ideas that the public might want to share after taking in
the information and talking to the consultants. A copy of the questionnaire and summary
results for Open House #2 can be found in Appendix B.1.
A total of 29 people responded to the questionnaire.
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PRESENTATION BOARD OVERVIEW
In general, the presentation boards from the second Open House were broken up into 4 Sections
as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Secondary Planning & Planning Process Boards
Conceptual Design of the Proposed Development
Environmental Survey Information
Traffic Impact Analysis Information

Section 1 – Secondary Planning & Planning Process Boards
Two Senior City Planners were nearby to answer questions regarding the planning process.
The Presentation Boards consisted of:
1.1 Policy Frameworks – Design & Planning Principles
1.2 What is a Major Redevelopment Site?
1.3 Secondary Plan – Development & Adoption
1.4 Draft Policy Map – Parker Lands Major Redevelopment Site
Comments from the City Planners present regarding concerns form the public:
•

They received a few questions about the Southwest Bus Rapid Transit (Stage 2) project
including questions about the closure of Parker and the new road connection from Parker
to Hurst Way (likely to be at the historically named Georgina St.);

•

They had one person comment negatively about the future retention basin’s steepness.

Section 2 - Conceptual Designs of the Proposed Development
Designers/Planners/Architects and representatives from the developer were present to answer
questions about the conceptual design and layout of the site.
Presentation Boards were as follows:
2.1 Conceptual Master Plan – Site Development
2.2 Residential Areas – Typologies and Densities
2.3 Residential Areas - Streetscape
2.4 Residential Areas – Street Character (medium density)
2.5 Residential Areas – Sun Shadow Studies
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2.6 Public Spaces – in Hydro / Transit Corridor
2.7 Transportation Networks – Pedestrian / Cycling Active Transportation
2.8 Parkspace
2.9 Sustainable Building Strategies
2.10 Parking Integration – Strategies
Some comments that were made to the Design consultants present:
•

There was a lot of interest in the project, in particular the potential for a district geothermal
heating & cooling system to serve the site;

•

There were some strong questions about the impact of the development and BRT but
expressed in a civil way;

•

A few people pointed out that Parker Avenue was the dividing line between school
divisions and therefore were wondering if children from the new development
will be attending Harrow or Beaumont school (are they part of Winnipeg School Division?
which is to the north of Parker or Pembina Trails which is to the south?);

•

Several residents talked about getting ticketed by CN (which resulted in a $204 fine) for
crossing the rail tracks to get to the commercial district to the north and therefore were
interested if there was an opportunity to build a pedestrian bridge across the tracks for
access;

•

Some people were asking about the types and values of housing being proposed and
whether they were going to be for low-income bracket (in general there seemed to be a
strong opinion against low income housing and that it was not going to be welcomed in the
community);

•

Some people were concerned about the choice of Georgina St. rather than Beaumont
Street for the access to the drop-off and continuation through the neighbourhood (it would
be an inconvenience for them to zig-zag in an indirect way to get home each day);

•

Many people present wanted the city to assure them that there would be a naturalized
edge along the storm water retention pond and NO FENCE.
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Section 3 – Environmental Survey Information
Two representatives from EcoLogic, the authors of the various Environmental reports for the
Parker Lands future development site, were present to answer questions.
The Presentation Boards contained summary information from the Environmental Surveys
conducted on the site. Presentation Board titles were:
3.1 Environmental Information – Legislation Requirements
3.2 Environmental Information – Updated Site Surveys 2016
3.3 Environmental Information – Human Impact
A brief summary of the evening, specifically with respect to the environment:
•

Outside of two attendees from the Parker Wetlands group, there were no concerns
regarding the environment that were brought to the consultant’s attention;

•

A collection of local residents did express concerns regarding the lack of direct
management on the property indicated that the standing water and abundance of out of
control vegetation were breeding mosquitos and expressed their wishes for the property
vegetation to be mowed and the standing water to be managed;

•

Outside of this concern, the remaining comments were positive regarding their pleasure
seeing the due diligence of the developer regarding the environment by having the
biological surveys completed;

•

Several residents indicated they were satisfied that the concerns expressed at the first
open house about gaining a better understanding of the environment had been heard and
surveys had been conducted;

•

Several expressed their relief to know that there were no species at risk;

•

Throughout the evening, local residents indicated their appreciation and understanding that
the quality of the environment had changed over the years and acknowledged the present
degradation of the site;

•

Some residents asked questions regarding the new location for dog walking, wanting to be
assured there was a place for dog walking in the area;

•

A local resident, botanist, and birder commented that he felt grass species were missed.
He also indicated that during his Christmas bird count in the area that additional bird
species were identified during December that were not identified during the EcoLogic
inventory of birds during their spring/summer surveys;

•

It probably helped the majority in attendance that information was shared from the updated
ecological surveys which were conducted in response to questions posed at the first open
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house. The public’s response to the previous questionnaire contained comments that
suggested the public would like more information surrounding the ecological state of the
lands to be developed which led to the developer hiring the environmental consultant to do
an ecological assessment of the site and provide a report on its findings. The report was
the result of extensive background work by Ecologic and a thorough site assessment.
Section 4 – Traffic Impact Analysis Information
A Traffic Engineering consultant from the office of Morrison Hershfield came to the open house
presentation to answer questions as necessary on the traffic implications of the new
development.
Presentation Board titles were:
4.1 Traffic Impact Analysis – Pre development
4.2 Traffic Impact Analysis – Post development
Comments from the Traffic Consultant regarding public feedback:
•

As expected there was a moderate sense of concern/skepticism regarding increasing traffic
and parking issues in the neighborhood (i.e. “we will wait and see what happens”);

•

Residents seemed unfamiliar with the potential benefits of the larger infrastructure projects
in the area including the Waverley Underpass, intersection capacity improvements,
SWBRT, and the positive impact that those should bring to reduce congestion and
minimize shortcutting through the neighborhood. It seems that positive outcomes of these
larger projects in the area could have been communicated better to the public;

•

There were positive views on improving bicycle and pedestrian connections and
infrastructure in and around the area;

•

Some residents understand that higher intensity around the BRT station is unavoidable but
would like the city to mitigate potential impacts of traffic increase and on-street parking (i.e.
traffic calming on local roads);

•

Further to the above, on-street parking around the station seems to be a concern.
Residents believe outer transit users will park-and-ride for free around the station;

•

Although unrelated to the development, Bus Rapid Transitway noise attenuation is a
concern for residents immediately adjacent to the Transitway (specifically on Parker Ave).
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2.3

Public Update – January 2018

Presentation to City Planners
A presentation was given by Gem Equities and their consultants to the City Planners on
Monday, Dec. 18, 2017 to introduce the latest team members and provide an update on the
current site layout to discuss the changes to the previous plan that was submitted for the DASZ
pre-application in March of 2017.
Jennifer Keesmaat, a well-respected Canadian urban planner and the former Chief Planner for
the city of Toronto, was introduced as the latest member of Gem’s consultant team.
A PowerPoint presentation was given to the assembled group to describe the latest changes
and updates to the Fulton Grove site plan. Ms. Keesmaat indicated that there were several
“Big Moves” that were undertaken to make improvements to the previous plan to capitalize on
the desired densities and their effects towards establishing Winnipeg’s first Transit-Oriented
Development project.
The Big Moves consisted of:
1. Adding a commercial main street close to the transit station, as a key organizing
principle to the site;
2. Moving the taller multi-family buildings to the north of the site, nearer the rail tracks so
that smaller 4 to 6 storey buildings would be closer to the station at the south end of
the site. This would allow less of a ‘wall effect’ of tall buildings as a first impression of
the community at the entry of the site and would also cast less shadows on the public
spaces now located at the centre of north;
3. Questioning the rationale of preserving the remaining aspen forest and instead
introducing a high quality public realm composed of connected green spaces, linear
parks and community gathering spaces – where people can walk within their
community to visit their neighbours, run small errands, play in safe environments, and
have good access transit.
(See letter by Jennifer Keesmaat on Parker Lands: Ensuring Successful Prairie TOD, included
in Section 5.1.1 of the Fulton Grove Concept Plan binder).
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Public Update on Website
After the updated development plan information was presented to the city planners, a Public
Update brochure was posted on the Fulton Grove website (www.fultongrove.ca) on Jan. 19,
2018 to communicate the latest changes and explanatory material to the site plan to the public
and ask for comments and feedback by way of a contact button below the updated site plan.
With each visit to the website, a ‘pop up’ brochure would immediately be noticeable to all by
appearing in the middle of the screen and could only be removed by either viewing further
information within the brochure or clicking the ‘close’ function in the lower right hand corner.
Several methods were used to make people in the Beaumont neighbourhood and beyond
aware of the updated information as presented on the website:




Mail-out cards were dropped off at Canada Post and distributed to around 1100 homes in
the Beaumont region between Monday, Jan. 22nd and Wednesday, Jan. 24th inviting people
to view the website for update information on the Fulton Grove development.
A Winnipeg Free Press ad was run on Wed. January 24th (similar image as the mailout
brochure). Gem would continue to run ads every month to keep driving traffic to the
website.
Ads promoting the website were also taken out in three community newspapers (the Lance,
the Sou’Wester and the Metro) on Wednesday, Jan. 24th. Gem would continue to run ads
every month to keep driving traffic to the website.

Figure 4: Image of the brochure that was dropped off to residents of the Beaumont neighbourhood
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Results from the Website Public Update Brochure
Since the update information went public on the website on Jan. 19, 2018 information was tracked
to observe how many people viewed the information:









Between Jan. 19 and Feb. 13, 2018 (approximately one month) the total number of
independent visits to the site was 1354.
Of the 1354 visitors, 1130 people viewed the Public Update information (i.e. they did not
immediately close the window to exit out).
The largest spike of traffic to the website for a single day occurred on Jan. 24th (the day the
Free Press ran the ad, mailouts were delivered to homes in the Beaumont area and a day
after a TOD conference was held at the University of Manitoba and was publicized on radio
stations – reporting incorrectly that the conference was about the Fulton Grove project).
The number of views for the update page on Jan. 24th was 146.
41 of the people on Jan. 24th went on to enlarge the site plan (map) to get a closer view.
4 people clicked on the ‘contact’ button to potentially leave a remark.
Many people continued to view other information previously posted on the original website.

Between the same dates of Jan. 19 to Feb. 13, 2018 a total of 4 people used the contact
information option to ask for clarifications about the development project.
Questions and concerns ranged from the dog park, the aspen forest area (Gem’s response to this
comment was later posted by the recipient on the Parker Wetlands Conservation website so it has
reached a larger viewing audience), questions about sustainability practices and requested updates
on whether there would be senior living options within the residential neighbourhood.
See Appendix C for the responses to each of the questions generated from the public update on
the website.
Gem Equities will continue to run ads in local newspapers every month to drive traffic to the website
to continue to update the public on changes to the development plan.
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3.0

Stakeholder Consultation

In addition to the open houses and website the developer also made contact with several
stakeholders and representatives within the Parker Lands:

3.1

Manitoba Hydro

Manitoba Hydro was consulted regarding the Powerlines in the Hydro Corridors that are in the
Planned Area. (Note: Manitoba Hydro’s Land and Property Secondary Use Application process
should be undertaken in the future to determine the potential of landscaping and establishing an
active transportation path in the corridor).
Several meetings, email correspondences and conference calls were conducting by 6165347
Manitoba Inc. and Manitoba Hydro between June 2012 and Dec 2014 to discuss existing
circumstances and future works proposed by both sides within the Parker Lands. Various
iterations of preliminary designs of the development site were presented to representatives of
Manitoba Hydro. Their stance has always been that “Manitoba Hydro is strictly neutral about
all development.”

3.2

Brenda Leipsic Dog Parkers

Brenda Leipsic Off-Leash Dog Park (BLDP) users were consulted regarding their current and
future facilities and activities in and around the Planned Area.
Several emails and phone conversations were had between representatives of the Brenda
Leipsic Dog Park and 6165347 Manitoba Inc. to discuss among other things, the possible use of
the private developable land by BLDP as a temporary dog park while their new park was being
relocated and redeveloped to make way for the Second Leg of the Bus Rapid Transit.

3.3

Winnipeg Humane Society

Winnipeg Humane Society was consulted in the spring of 2014 and summer of 2015 regarding
the current and future activities in and around the Planned Area. Discussions were also had
regarding the day-to-day outdoor activities of the animals on the property adjacent to the
developable land and how any future development might need to consider the potential noise
disturbances (i.e. sound fences, berms or distance separation, for instance).

3.4

Environmental Overview

In response to people’s concerns expressed in Open House #1 (described above) the developer
retained an environmental consultant to look at all matters related to the existing forest, wetlands
and green space within the private Parker Lands, as the remainder of the Major Redevelopment
Site had been previously studied on behalf of Winnipeg Transit for the second leg of the Southwest
Bus Rapid Transit project.
In early 2016, 6165347 Manitoba Inc. engaged an independent environmental firm, EcoLogic, to
look at the existing environmental aspects of the site and the consideration of future development.
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Over a period of more than a year EcoLogic produced several reports:







An Environmental Background Report for the site in May 2016;
A Biophysical Technical Report in July 2016 - which presented scientific methods and
results of the environmental surveys conducted within the Project Study Area;
A review of the Parker Lands in Relation to the Ecologically Significant Natural Lands
Program Criteria I August 2016;
A memo in November, 2016 regarding a Summary of Environmental Work and Required
Regulatory Compliance;
A Response to Parker Wetland Conservation Committee Comments on the Biophysical
Technical Report, November 2016;
And a Parker Lands Major Redevelopment Site Environmental Overview in April, 2017 which can be found in the Appendix of the final Secondary Plan.

EcoLogic provided comments and supporting documentation for Open House #1 in February 2016
and attended Open House #2 in August, 2016 to related some of their findings from their reports
and to answer questions and concerns from the public.

3.5

Parker Wetlands Conservation

There were several emails and phone conversations between representatives of the Parker
Wetlands Conservation group (PWC) and Gem Equities to discuss the wetlands and the aspen
forest.
Two Environmental Reports of the site conducted by EcoLogic in the spring/summer of 2016
were provided to the PWC by Gem to review and provide comments before they were to be
shared with the public. Requests were made by Gem to meet with the PWC to discuss the
reports before the information was presented at the second open house in August, 2016 but no
response was given. After Open House #2 another offer by Gem was made to PWC to meet
with the Environmental consultants to discuss the results and information presented at the open
house and the concerns that PWC had with the reports. No meeting was accepted by PWC as
they were working on a written response.


Nov. 7, 2016 – PWC send a response to Gem titled “Review of Oak Grove Development
Project: Biophysical Technical Report” and cc’d the local area Councilor and Mayor.



Mid Nov. 2016 – PWC posts the two Environmental Reports without permission from the
owner or author of the reports.



Nov. 30, 2016 – Gem provides written response to each of the concerns of the PWC in a
report called “EcoLogic Environmental Inc. Response to Parker Wetland Conservation
Committee Comments on the July 2016 Biophysical Technical Report.” A meeting
request is again put forward by Gem with no response.



July 6, 2017 – Meeting between chairman of PWC group and owner of 6165347
Manitoba Inc/Gem Equities.
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3.6

July 16 to 23 – several email correspondences between chairman of PWC group and
owner of 6165347 Manitoba Inc/Gem Equities regarding discussions from the previous
meeting.

CN Rail

CN Rail was consulted regarding their main line located north adjacent to the Planned Area.
Processes to determine the setbacks of new residential land-uses were discussed to establish
policies in the Plan.
•

Mar. 20, 2014 - Conference call with the Manager of Real Estate & Business Development
at CNR. 6165347 Manitoba Inc. was provided with guidelines to address future
development when building next to active rail lines. 6165347 Manitoba Inc. received a draft
of the “Guidelines for New Development in Proximity to Railway Operations” dated May
2013 and produced for FCM.

•

Apr. 25, 2014 - Conference call to discuss design guidelines when building next to main rail
lines: specifically about berms, reinforcements and fencing. 6165347 Manitoba Inc. sent
preliminary site plan to CN for comments shortly after the meeting.



Mar. 2, 2017 – Conference call with manager at CNR and Gem to confirm calculations for
acceptance of Berm setbacks and standards as well as clarification on crash walls.
Followed up by sending ‘Submissions Guidelines for Crash Walls” produced by AECOM.

3.7

Technical Advisory Committee (TAC)

The Technical Advisory Committee consists of representatives of the City’s Public Works, Winnipeg
Transit, Water and Waste, Community Services, City Naturalist, Parks, Emergency Services, and
Planning, Property and Development Departments as well as the utility providers. The TAC
reviewed background reports, including engineering and environmental studies, and provided
comments that informed the preparation of the Plan. The comments also informed the preparation
of public open house presentation materials. Feedback from the TAC was solicited several times in
on-going discussions dating back to 2014.

3.8

City of Winnipeg Parks & City Naturalist

In addition to being on the Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) for review of the Plan, the City of
Winnipeg Parks and City Naturalist were directly engaged for their feedback on matters relating to
park dedication and the proposed location options for open green spaces.
For over a two year period extensive meetings were held between the developer and the City of
Winnipeg Parks and City Naturalist to explore various options for park locations and areas to be
preserved within the existing forest.
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•

May 26, 2014 - Meeting with City Planning, Parks and representatives of 6165347
Manitoba Inc. to discuss park dedication and proposed location options. The
representatives of the developer sent the latest site plans to the City for feedback. City
Planning stated that part of the Aspen Forest was to be retained as a part of the policy
document (Secondary Plan) that was being worked on;

•

June 27, 2014 - Meeting between City Planning, Parks and representatives of 6165347
Manitoba Inc. The representatives of the developer sent the latest site plan to City Planning
for distribution illustrating concept of pocket parks in multiple locations throughout the
development. Parks opinion was that they were less supportive about pocket parks and
that if they were to be accepted, they would have to be a minimum of 1 acre in area;

•

Oct. 17, 2014 - Meeting with City Planning, Parks and representatives of 6165347
Manitoba Inc. Parks informed the representatives that the City wanted 100% of land
dedication rather than any proposed ‘cash in lieu’. Looked at preliminary grading
studies to see how new development and potential fill on site will affect existing Aspen
forest;

•

Nov. 13, 2014 - Meeting with City Planning, Parks and representatives of 6165347
Manitoba Inc. Further discussions on park requirements and park strategies;

•

Jan. 14, 2015 - Meeting with Parks, City Naturalist and representatives of 6165347
Manitoba Inc. re: Park Dedication. It was identified that future grading of the developed
site would affect the park area that was desired to be saved. It is the Naturalists and
Parks’ position that there should only be one location for a park within the entire
development to maximize preserving as much of the existing forest as possible. 6165347
Manitoba Inc. expressed their concern as this would leave no dedicated park space for the
multi-family area, where the majority of the population is likely to be within the new
development;

•

Feb. 13, 2015 - Meeting with City Planning, Parks and representatives of 6165347
Manitoba Inc. Further discussions of the Secondary Plan and potential park locations;

•

Mar. 2 and 19th, 2015 - Over several meetings a working group including representatives
of 6165347 Manitoba Inc. and the City of Winnipeg’s Planning, Transit, Parks and
Naturalist Departments developed ideas for the public reserve portion of a potential
future development in the Parker Lands. Working group sessions were held over two half
days working towards a solution for acceptable park dedication amount as well as best
location for the proposed park area;

•

Apr. 20, 2015 – Parks review of site layout with proposed park location;

•

Dec. 1, 2015 - 6165347 Manitoba Inc. sent 4 park options to the City Planner, Parks and
Naturalist for review and comment;
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•

Dec. 10, 2015 - Meeting with Parks, City Naturalist and representatives of 6165347
Manitoba Inc. regarding the four potential options for preservation of the forest area.
6165347 Manitoba Inc. is to look at a compromise of two of the schemes to create another
option;

•

Sept. 9, 2016 - Meeting with City Naturalist and representatives of 6165347 Manitoba Inc.
to review Environmental Reports produced by EcoLogic for the site;

•

Nov. 15, 2016 - Meeting with City Naturalist, Parks and representatives of Gem Equities to
review preliminary grading analysis and its effect on proposed park locations.

•

Dec. 5, 2016 - Site Walk Through with City Naturalist, Park Planner, City Planner,
Environmental Consultants and representatives of 6165347 Manitoba Inc. to compare the
City’s preferred location vs 6165347 Manitoba Inc.’s preferred location and the habitat
similarities and differences between each.

•

Jan. 13, 2017 – 5 new options were presented by 6165347 Manitoba Inc. to the City
Planner with characteristics and pros and cons about the location of the park options and
how it would potentially influence future development.

3.9

Local Area Councillor



July 24, 2012 – Meeting between Councillor and Gem Equities regarding initial project
startup for proposed residential development on the privately owned land in Parker MRS;
discussions about the key issues and concerns from both sides.



Feb. 7, 2014 – Gem has a meeting with the Councillor to discuss concept of green space.
Councillor states City would like to preserve as much forest as possible.



Oct. 29, 2015 – Gem and Councillor meet to clear up what the process should be
(“developer led secondary plan”) – will need further input from City Planners.



Dec. 11, 2015 – Gem, Councillor and City Planning Head meet for an update on progress
of the secondary plan, steps moving forward and discuss initial preparation for public
engagement process (open houses).



Apr. 5, 2016 – Meeting between Gem and Councillor to give debriefing from Open House
#1; discuss secondary plan and next steps as well as proposed locations for parks(s).



Sept.13, 2016 – Meeting between Councillor and Gem; Gem gives further debriefing of
Open House #2; discussions on park locations: now rather than in one preserved area the
councilor suggests to see preliminary sketch for a linear park through the site.



Oct. 17, 2016 – Gem and Councillor meet for an update on the design development –
Councillor no longer wants linear park but rather to save the ‘best’ forest.
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June 12, 2017 – Meeting with Councillor, City Planners, owner of Gem Equities and
owners consultants regarding Hurst Way, Secondary Plan, forest preserve area and how
grading will affect potential park locations.



July 6, 2017 – conference call between Councillor and owner of Gem Equities regarding
PWC meeting regarding aspen forest.

3.10 Winnipeg Transit and their Consultants for the SWRTC (Stage 2)
Project


June 21 and July` 11, 2012 – Dillon meeting on behalf of Transit with Gem Equities to
show conceptual line drawings and sketches for options of the Stage 2 SWRTC.



November 7, 2012 – Meeting between Dillon (on behalf of Transit) and Gem to discuss
ideas for development on Parker as well as latest alignment ideas for phase 2.



February 16, 2013 – Meeting between Dillon (on behalf of Transit) and Gem to discuss
preliminary design and possible coordination of Pembina Underpass;



October 18, 2013 – Meeting with Dillon & Landmark Planning (on behalf of Transit) and
Gem to discuss the SWRTC as it relates to 6165347 Manitoba Inc. land along or near the
proposed alignment. The latest proposed station location was also revealed which would
benefit both the existing community as well as any future development in the Parker Lands.



January 15, 2014 - Meeting with Dillon & Landmark Planning (on behalf of Transit) and
Gem to provide an updated draft functional design of the SWRTC (stage 2) and to
communicate project scope and timelines in preparation of next open house. The final
location of a single proposed station was communicated by Dillon as well as plans to widen
Hurst Way and add new hydro lines across 6165347 Manitoba Inc. land. A message was
also forwarded that `there is a mandate of the city councillor to avoid traffic and keep the
dog park.



Nov. 24, 2015 – Meeting with Transit, SWRTC design team and Gem to coordinate
connection points and anticipated timelines between the proposed station and 6165347
Manitoba Inc. land. Gem forwarded current schematic plans of the proposed residential
development to Transit for discussion and coordination purposes.



Jan. 28. 2016 – Meeting between Transit, PP&D, Parks, and Gem Equities to discuss
items for coordination between 6165347 Manitoba Inc. land, Transit, Hydro and Parks and
to establish a preliminary timeline for continued coordination as development proceeds.
Transit indicates that RFP for the SWRTC (stage 2) project will be awarded by June/16
and at that time they will have a better indication of final schedule once the contractor is
chosen.
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Mar. 30, 2016 – Parker Lands Coordination #1 between Transit, Dillon, PP&D, PW, W&W,
Hydro, and Gem to identify projects planned for the Parker Area between 2015 and 2019
(with a schedule and high level scope).



Sept. 27, 2016 - Parker Lands Coordination #2 between Transit, Dillon, PP&D, PW, W&W,
Hydro, Plenary Roads and Gem to identify generic areas of concerns/conflict.

3.11 Plenary Roads Group
Plenary Roads Winnipeg is the group selected by the City of Winnipeg for the construction of the
Southwest Bus Rapid-Transit Corridor (Stage 2), the Pembina Highway Underpass Project (the
“Southwest Transitway Project”) as well as the relocated/renovated Brenda Leipsic Dog Park.
Plenary Roads Winnipeg has been consulted regarding the scope of work and details of the
Southwest Bus Rapid-Transit Corridor (Stage 2) and related works being constructed within and
near the Planned Area.


Jan. 25, 2017 – Gem meets with the Plenary Group Project Manager for the SWRTC
(stage 2) project to discuss the various aspects of the project, projected timelines as well
as expressed concerns with the future Hurst Way road (a connector for both projects).



Mar. 2017 – email correspondences between Gem and Plenary Roads regarding questions
on Hurst Way.
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4.0

Other Public and Private Stakeholder Forums

In addition to the Public Open Houses for the future residential development and Secondary
Plan review with the area residents, many other communications were conducted by various
stakeholders or persons with interest for ongoing and future projects in the Parker Lands
Major Redevelopment Site properties
The following is a representation of some of the Public Engagement conducted by other
stakeholders within the Parker Lands Major Redevelopment Site and adjacent properties.
In no way is this meant to be an exhaustive list but rather a representation of some of the main
sessions held by each stakeholder.

4.1

Southwest Transitway (Stage 2) by City of Winnipeg (Transit) and their
Consultants:

Dillon Consulting Ltd. on behalf of Winnipeg Transit met with key stakeholders during the summer
of 2012 to discuss conceptual line drawings and sketches for options of the SWRTC (stage 2)
alignment study.
•

September 19th and 22nd, 2012 - A Public Open House was held by the City and Dillon
Consulting to present the alignment options presented for the Stage 2 of the Southwest
Transitway. Options were analyzed based on operational, construction, financial,
environmental and community impact comparisons. There was a request for public input
on alignment preferences, current and future use of the land, knowledge of development
opportunities and constraints beyond the project site. Opinion and feedback surveys were
distributed at the open house to identify the preferred option. A total of 376 people
attended with 331 surveys completed.

Further stakeholder meetings were conducted by Dillon and Landmark Planning throughout the
summer and fall of 2013 to communicate project scope and anticipated timelines as well as the
latest proposed station locations.


November 18th and 19th, 2013 - A Public Open House and info session was held. While
the general routing for the transitway had already been determined, the precise alignment
was still being worked out. This open was held to provide updated project information and
to ask for input concerning items such as station sites, bus routing, active transportation,
property or other impacts and mitigation. It should be noted that leading up to this open
house, the communications consultant and designers for Winnipeg Transit conducted
several dozen private stakeholders meetings prior to this to get individual feedback from
the specific groups. Approximately 300 people in attendance over both days.

•

Feb. 24th and 25th, 2014 - A follow up Public Open House was held to present further
detailed information of the SWRTC (Stage 2) project.
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•

June 3, 2014 - a Public Hearing was held for the 2nd leg of the SWRTC and was
recommended by Council to proceed.



May 28, 2015 – Southwest Rapid Transit Project Open House to review the latest
proposed design and route.



July 19, 2016 – Public Information Session by City of Winnipeg to introduce the Plenary
Group and PCL team who were awarded the contract through an RFP for the design,
construction and ongoing maintenance of the SWRTC (stage 2), dog park and Pembina
Underpass projects.



Feb. 28, 2017 – Two Public Information Sessions are held by the City of Winnipeg at
Canad Inns on Pembina Hwy to share updates on both the SWRTC (stage 2) project and
the Parker Storm Retention Basin project.

4.2

Manitoba Hydro

Manitoba Hydro conducted a Community Engagement Process from November 2014 to March
2015 for their Harrow Station - Bishop Grandin Transmission Project which was to traverse the
Parker Lands site.
A Public Open House was held by Manitoba Hydro on December 2, 2014 for the project at the
Holiday Inn South on Pembina Highway. MMM Group Limited (MMM) was retained by Manitoba
Hydro to assist with the Public Engagement Program for the proposed project at the open house.
Manitoba Hydro proposes transmission line upgrades and relocations to accommodate Phase
2 of the Southwest Rapid Transit Corridor. (Note: At this presentation it was discovered by the
developer that more of their developable land to the west of the existing hydro lines at mid site
would be required for this expansion project - no requests or previous information had been
communicated to 6165347 Manitoba Inc. about this requirement.

4.3


Waverley Underpass Project
October 6, 2016 – An Open House was held by Dillon Consulting and the City of Winnipeg
to communicate the latest proposed underpass design and related information to the
public.
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APPENDIX A.1

Open House #1 - Questionnaire & Feedback
Summary
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Open House #1 Questionnaire
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Feedback Summary from the Questionnaire
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APPENDIX A.2

Open House #1 - Presentation Boards
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OPEN HOUSE #1 – PRESENTATION BOARDS
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APPENDIX B

Open House #2 - Questionnaire & Feedback
Summary
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APPENDIX C

Public Update January 2018
Responses to Questions from Website
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Question #1 on January 23, 2018
“Good evening,
I am a very concerned about a few aspects of this development. The major issue I have at this point
is the 'preserved forest with accessible paths'. What forest preservation tactics is the contractor using?
When driving by this site there is enormous amounts of mud from different soil horizons piled up even
above the tree line. It does not take an ecologist or environmentalist to realize this change of grade and
increased machinery will affect this site. Who is expected to deal with the ramifications of this forest
disturbance? It does not seem ethical to label on your map a 'preserved forest' when there are not really
any forest preservation tactics in place. If you would like to sell the idea of having a forest in your
development, shouldn't you protect it?
I also saw in the FAQ section, that a reason for decreasing woodlot in this area included invasive species.
What would these be?
It also says in the FAQ section that there is a tree protection plan in place, I would be interested to know
what this is as there appears to be heavy machinery close to trees, as well as change in grade to the trees.
Generally, I would imagine, this is avoided in tree protection plans.
There is also a small park near here that just has some boards around the trees, with evidence of machinery
driving right around them.
Describing a development as an environmentally sustainable community does hold the developer to
be responsible for being environmentally sustainable. What steps is this development currently taking to be
and become environmentally sustainable?
Looking forward to hearing back from you.”

Response on February 5, 2018

“Thank you for your comments on the Fulton Grove development plan.
We are updating the website to incorporate the recent plan changes and apologize for any confusion caused
by the information related to the old site plan which contains the preserved forest now called the
“woodlot”.
The plan for this site has been developed with extensive consultation and in accordance with the stated
vision, plans and processes set out by the City of Winnipeg.

In your message, you raised the following issues: the preserved forest and tree protection plan, the change
of grade, the invasive species and environmentally sustainable development.
As you noted, the development plan has been updated. The preserved forest or the “woodlot” has been
removed to make way for open greenspace that links the site together and affords greenspace areas for
children to play and people to gather. These changes were inspired by Canadian expertise in urbanism and
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city building. The consultant recommended that the woodlot was not a component in best practices for
developing contemporary urban neighbourhoods. She instead recommended a public realm that provides
green space where people can gather and children can play. A woodlot exhibits many of the characteristics
that a nationally-known design criteria, Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design, suggest should not
be present in greenspace design.
The approach to greenspace design is a unifying public realm with safe open space for families and a linked
street network that creates one overall community. The green spaces will provide safe play areas with good
sight lines and in walking distance to residences. At the same time, residents would still be able to access
within hiking distance the dog park to the south of the neighbourhood and the naturalized retention pond
area to the east.
Changes to the site elevation is a result of discussions with the City of Winnipeg Public Works. The City set
out grade requirements to enable the development’s services to link to City service connections. The
developers engineering consultants designed a solution acceptable to the City that resulted in the change of
elevation to the site. This engineering solution mandated by the City resulted in the elevation of the site
increasing by 3 feet to as much as 12 feet in the southwest corner of the site. The elevation increases
around the park area ranged from 3 feet in the east to 8 feet along the west.
The City-approved site servicing design requires changes to the elevation which will result in a “sunken” park
location which would lead to access and drainage problems and divide rather than connect the
development. This criteria along with the best practices in greenspace design led to re-thinking of the
appropriateness of the original woodlot for this site.
For further information on potential invasive species, you can access the most recent ecological study in the
website’s Reports section. If you click on ecological reports and then scroll down to the last link which is
called “community park retention area overview”, click on that link. This report will answer your question on
invasive species and also speaks to the impact of human use of greenspace sites.
Overall, revisions to the site plan are consistent with the City’s vision for this parcel of land as a high density,
multi-use neighbourhood. In 2010, City Council adopted the OurWinnipeg plan which identified this parcel
of land as a Major Redevelopment Site (MRS). These MRS provide the City with the best option to
accommodate population growth while limiting urban sprawl.
Infill development is environmentally sustainable. Infill developments maximize existing City infrastructure
and reduce the costs and environmental impacts of constructing new roads and sewer and water lines that
would be required with suburban expansion.
We have been and continue to listen to public comments on the development plans of this exciting new
project.”
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Question #2 on January 28, 2018
“It is distressing that with all the protests by residents/community groups that we do not have any/enough
clout to stop the bulldozing of the rest of the Parker Wetland forest. How this decision could even be able
to be made with the well known objection from the community is mind-boggling. We as a community need
to get a lesson from the Loudoun Rd residents as to a more effective way to be heard.”

Response on February 2, 2018
“Thank you for your comments on the Fulton Grove development plan.
The plan for this site has been developed with extensive consultation and in accordance with the stated
vision, plans and processes set out by the City of Winnipeg. As the site currently is zoned as industrial,
commercial development and activities could take place without any public consultation or City approvals.
Over the past decade, the City has identified major intensive residential development as the preferable use
for this property. As the City explored options to reduce urban sprawl and maximize existing infrastructure,
this land was chosen as one of 11 opportunities for new urban neighbourhoods based on a complete
communities model. In 2010, the Fulton Grove site was designated as a Major Redevelopment Site (MRS )
when OurWinnipeg was adopted by City Council as the planning document to guide all future development
within the City.
These “transformative areas” provide the City with the best opportunity to accommodate population
growth using existing infrastructure and minimizing environmental impact. For more information, please
visit the City Policies section in the www.fultongrove.ca website.
Since that City decision eight years ago, the redevelopment process has been determining the appropriate
levels of intensification to fulfill the City’s vision for this parcel as a transit-oriented development. The public
consultation activities and stakeholder engagements that have occurred over the past three years are part
of the process to follow best practices in the development of the site.
The public comments gathered during the consultation phase do not support your specific comment around
the “well known objection from the community” related to this development. What has been well
publicized over the past few months is that a small group of trespassers decided to occupy that land until a
court ordered this illegal activity to cease.
A list of the public comments from the two open houses held in 2016 and 2017 can be found on the website.
We have been and continue to listen to public comments on the development plans of this exciting new
project.”
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Question #3 on January 21, 2018
“Updates on residential properties being built specifically senior living.”

Response on February 5, 2018

“Thank you for your comments on the Fulton Grove development plan.
The plan for this site has been developed with extensive consultation and in accordance with the stated
vision, plans and processes set out by the City of Winnipeg.

In your message, you asked the following question: Updates on residential properties being built specifically
senior living.
The type of residential properties being built on the site range from duplex and triplex homes to single
family detached residences in an infill context. This means that these homes will have lot sizes much smaller
than a traditional suburban development. Lot sizes range from 25’x100’ to 36’x110’ for the single family and
duplex residences.
Townhomes and multi-family buildings will also be constructed on the site. The multi-family apartment
buildings and condominiums will range in size from a 32-unit 4 story- building to potentially a 156- unit 13story building. Depending on market conditions, the individual land owners will choose the size and the use,
including potentially seniors living, for their site.
The concept for the site is to create a community that offers all ranges of housing options and seniors living
certainly fits within that range of housing options.”
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Question #4 on February 5, 2018
“The last I read on this was there would be a wonderful dog park, also that there would be a temporary dog
park in this area! Is this still true? A lot of people have been waiting to hear.”

Response on February 6, 2018
“Thank you for your comments on the Fulton Grove development plan.
The plan for this site has been developed with extensive consultation and in accordance with the stated
vision, plans and processes set out by the City of Winnipeg.
Please note that there never was a dog park on this site or planned for this site.
Decisions around dog parks and their locations are the responsibility of the City of Winnipeg. The Brenda
Leipsic dog park, for example, has always been south of the proposed Fulton Grove development, and it is
our understanding will remain in that location once the City completes construction on the bus rapid transit
line. Further queries about dog parks are best directed to the City.”
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RESULTS OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE

